IRISH WAVE 2014: VISUAL ART EVENTS CELEBRATING IRELAND IN CHINA
Irish Festival, Beijing & Shanghai, March 2014

Sponsored by Culture Ireland, Embassy of Ireland, CIT-Crawford College of Art & Design,
Research Institute of Art & Design-University of Ulster, Queen Street Studios, Arts Council Northern Ireland

‘MATERIAL WORLD’ at LOFTOOO Gallery

Space 105, Building 6, Moganshan 50, Shanghai, China

14 March – 21 April 2014   Preview 14 March, 17.00-18.30

In ‘Material World’ 12 Irish and 10 Chinese contemporary artists explore the physical, sensory & emotional responses to their lives and ideas. This collaborative Irish/Chinese exhibition is curated by Fion Gunn in collaboration with Loftoo Gallery. The Preview will be opened by Austin Gormley, Consul General at the Irish Consulate Shanghai.